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China's securities market is experiencing from equity separation to equity full 
circulation, the entire market environment will undergo profound changes. As a core 
issue of modern corporate finance, the interest conflict between controlling 
shareholder and minority shareholder will demonstrate many new features in the new 
environment. Against this background, this paper takes listed companys’ ownership 
structure change as the research perspective, studies the behavior change of 
controlling shareholder expropriates minority shareholder’s interests in post non- 
tradable share reform era, and on this basis to study countermeasures of protecting 
minority shareholder’s interests. At present, this issue is lack of systematic research 
and demonstration in China, thus, with the full circulation time is approaching, 
researching on this issue has not only academic value but also practical meanings. 
The conclusions in this paper are as follows. Firstly, controlling shareholder’s 
behavioral characteristics is closely related to ownership structure. Secondly, in post 
non-tradable share reform era, some behavior that controlling shareholder directly 
expropriates minority shareholder’s interests subject to certain inhibition, such as 
unusual cash bonus, fund appropriation and unsuitable financing, but controlling 
shareholder will prefer private placement, obtaining personal interests indirectly by 
means of related-party transactions. Thirdly, as the invest behavior of minority 
shareholder is irrational, and controlling shareholders is dominant in capital, 
information, holdings and other resources, controlling shareholder has the behavior 
of stock price manipulation in order to obtain private benefits in post non-tradable 
share reform era. Fourthly, non-state-owned controlling shareholder has a stronger 
motivation to expropriate minority shareholder’s interests than state-owned 
controlling shareholder in post non-tradable share reform era. Fifthly, minority 
shareholder’s interests will suffer greater damage in post non-tradable share reform 
era, so it is necessary to strengthen the protection of minority shareholder. 
    The major contributions of this paper, as well as it innovations, are primarily 















ownership structure change as the research perspective and reveals that the means of 
controlling shareholder’s expropriation behavior will be more diverse and indirect in 
post non-tradable share reform era, and non-state-owned controlling shareholder has 
a stronger motivation to expropriate minority shareholder’s interests. Secondly, this 
paper reveals that China’s minority shareholder will become increasingly at a 
disadvantage, and puts forward that at this stage it is need to maintain China's 
state-controlled shareholding structure. Finally, based on the new features of 
controlling shareholder expropriates minority shareholder’s interests in post 
non-tradable share reform era, this paper puts forward some advices about minority 
shareholder’s interest protection through the comparison and reference to foreign 
corporate governance systems, law systems and regulatory regime, and combines 
with the actual situation of China's stock market. 
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